Abstract. Human activities have substantial effects on climate system and climate change will directly influence the global economy and society in the near future. Since change in the long-term mean climatic conditions will have significant consequences, the most important effects of climate change may come from changes in the intensity and frequency of climatic extremes. It is therefore of great interest to document and evaluate the extremes of near-surface wind that could assist in estimating the regional effects of climate change.
Introduction
Since environmental processes may be affected by global warming, changes of extreme climate events have been considered a key issue nowadays. Usually it is impossible to connect directly specific weather events to global warming. Instead, global warming is expected to cause changes in the overall distribution and intensity of extreme events, such as changes in the frequency and intensity of heavy precipitation and wind storms.
Hungary occupies the low elevated areas of the Carpathian basin. The country is predominantly flat, two-thirds of the entire territory lays below 200 m and approximately 2% is above 400 m. The latitudinal extension of Hungary ( Fig. 1 ) -less than three degrees (45 • 45 -48 • 35 N) -is not responsible for significant climatological differences between northern and southern regions. The country had not been the subject of extensive wind researches in the last century. However, some studies were carried out analyzing the surface and
Correspondence to: K. Radics (kornelia.radics@mil.hu) upper-air wind records spanning several decades (Tar et al., 2001) . The presented study is a segment of complex wind climate research of the country, which uses statistical methods to analyze the measured wind field of the Hungarian meteorological stations.
Most scientists agree that special attention should be paid applying ERA-40 reanalysis data sets as a reference, e.g. for such model development and validation purposes where wind plays an important role (Punge and Giorgetta, 2007) . Considering the main achievements of studies dealt with statistics of differences between observations and hindcasts, furthermore, regarding the fact that no corrections were applied prior to 1980 in ERA-40 data sets (Haimberger, 2005) , spatially and temporally inhomogeneous measured wind speed data and reanalyzed data were compared for Hungary. In this study some preliminary results are presented demonstrating how the comparison of different datasets can improve the reliability of detected wind variability. 
Data sets
Wind data sets of 36 Hungarian synoptic meteorological stations have been analyzed, which consists of hourly wind speed, wind direction and wind gust data for the period 1975-2007. As an achievement of technical development, automated measurement systems were installed in Hungary during the 1990s. This implies changes not only in the measuring methods and instruments, but in many cases in the location and height of observation. Furthermore, some new stations were installed, and as a consequence of urbanization, the closer and farther surroundings of measuring stations have been changed in the meantime. Due to these inhomogeneities unified analysis of the whole time series is not feasible. Therefore, (1) only 28 stations are involved in this study ( Fig. 1) , (2) Hungarian wind climate conditions are analyzed for two different sets of the database: the first part (1975) (1976) (1977) (1978) (1979) (1980) (1981) (1982) (1983) (1984) (1985) (1986) (1987) (1988) (1989) (1990) (1991) (1992) (1993) (1994) was recorded by Fuess wind instruments; the second part (1997) (1998) (1999) (2000) (2001) (2002) (2003) (2004) (2005) (2006) (2007) was measured by automated meteorological systems.
After processing the measured wind data sets (including digitisation of old instrumental records, quality control and homogenisation of measured data), time series and complex wind climate analysis were carried out.
The global multi-decadal data sets, generated by reanalysis of past observations, have become a basis of many types of atmospheric research. Reanalyses provide comprehensive information that can support a variety of applications. Thus, in the second part of the study ERA-40 reanalysis data sets from the European Centre for Medium-Range Weather Forecasts (ECMWF) were analyzed. Average wind speed (u, v) components (at 10 m height) were used for the period 1975-2002 with 6 h temporal resolution and 1
• × 1 • spatial resolution over the Carpathian Basin. 
Analyses and results
Analysing the second part (1997) (1998) (1999) (2000) (2001) (2002) (2003) (2004) (2005) (2006) (2007) of measured wind data the following preliminary conclusions can be drawn (Bartholy et al., 2003; Bartholy, 2002, 2008) :
-Mean wind speed is ranging between 1.47-3.84 m/s over Hungary. Therefore, the country can be considered moderately windy.
-The range of annual and daily variability of wind speed is 1-2 m/s.
-Duration of 1-3 m/s winds is the longest (1500-3000 h/year). Annual average duration of the wind speeds greater than 10 m/s is very low, less than 100 h/year generally.
-The relative frequency of the dominant wind direction is low. The frequencies of calm periods in some regions are relatively high comparing that to the regional mean values.
-Mean wind speed and wind gust values show large spatial differences over the country. The windiest region is Northwestern Hungary, while the least windy is the northeastern part of the country.
-Absolute maxima values of average wind speed and wind gust are ranging between 15-40 m/s. The largest values occurred before 2000.
The spatial distribution of wind speeds greater than 5 m/s at 10 m height is illustrated in Fig. 2 . In harmony with the preliminary expectations, the maximum of relative frequency values (21.6%) occurred in the centre of Transdanubia (western part of Hungary bordered by the river Danube), while the minima (less than 4%) are found in the northeastern, southern and southwestern regions of the country. During the second period (1997) (1998) (1999) (2000) (2001) (2002) (2003) (2004) (2005) (2006) (2007) ) the median of average wind speed was constant over the entire territory of Hungary. In cases of 0.9 and 0.99 (Fig. 3, left) , decreases were found mainly in Transdanubia, and increases appeared in some stations at the eastern part of the country. Investigating temporal and spatial distributions of extreme wind gust values, the median was constant almost over the whole country. As it is demonstrated in Fig. 3 (right) , the increase of the applied percentile value caused significant increase in the area and intensity of negative tendencies. In contrast, constant or slightly increasing tendencies were found over the Great Hungarian Plain.
It has already accepted that expected regional climate change can influence the Hungarian wind climate, as well, as the frequency of extreme events. Thus, the comparison of different climate scenarios with statistics of present climate parameters provides the means for estimating the potential regional effects of climate change. Therefore, the spatially and temporally inhomogeneous measured wind data and the homogeneous ERA-40 reanalysis data sets were compared . During the period 1975-1980 ERA-40 considerably underestimates the measured data, especially, in cases of maxima (Radics et al., 2009 ). Between 1988 -1994 ERA-40 underestimates measured data because of the lack of night-time observations. Taking the whole period into consideration, ERA-40 data significantly underestimate the maxima of measured data until 1997, and after that year the large overestimation of minima is typical. The overall degree of underestimation has decreased since 1997.
Concerning our further study of ERA-40, spatial distribution of wind speed and wind gust extremes were analyzed (1997) (1998) (1999) (2000) (2001) (2002) using three-year moving averages of different percentile values. On the left side of Fig. 4 , where the spatial distribution of linear trend fitted on 0.9 percentile values is shown, decreasing tendencies were found generally. Inside the country only one grid point could be characterised by a slightly increasing trend. On the other hand, increasing tendencies appeared only in some cases on the right side of Fig. 4 (0.99 percentile) . Greater than 1 m/s increase were found only outside the Hungarian border.
Conclusions
The main goal of the presented research is to specify the variability of regional wind characteristics over Hungary. The study is based on 33-year-long (1975-2007) wind data sets of 36 Hungarian meteorological stations. Summarizing the main results, the following conclusions can be drawn. increasing trend appeared only in some stations at the eastern part of the country.
-The preliminary results show strong relationships between the corresponding periods of ERA-40 and station data.
-Analysing ERA-40 percentile values, generally decreasing tendencies were found. Increasing tendencies appeared only in some cases. Greater than 1 m/s increase were found only outside the country.
-In order to estimate regional climate change effects, spatially and temporally homogeneous data series of ERA-40 seems to be an appropriate tool to substitute the measured data over Hungary.
